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Abstract 

As we can notice nowadays in Kuwait, most people are interested with a new hobby, which 

is riding a bike for long distances, especially at Al-Jaber Bridge. From 248am website, they post 

that Sheikh Jaber Al Ahmed Al Sabah Causeway Bridge is going to be closed for cars and open 

for cyclists every Friday from 7 AM to 10 AM, which is good for people to practice their hobby 

in safe and clean environment. In addition, using bike reduces the amount of pollution we have in 

our country. Our idea is to build an Electric bike. This bike has two operating modes, i.e. manual 

and electric which means that the cyclist can use the pedals manually while charging the battery. 

If the rider got tired or an accident happened and he/she cannot peddle, he can switch to the electric 

mode. Battery can also be used to charge a mobile phone or a tablet. Another feature will be added 

to the bike, which is battery storage monitoring. Mobile phone can be synchronized with the bike 

electronic system using Bluetooth. To facilitate riding the bike, we will create a mobile application 

that will provide general information about the user’s health, percentage of the battery, GPS, etc. 

This bike will reduce the number of accidents by smartly controlling the speed of the bike, 

especially during a downhill slope. There will be a control system, which will be able to switch 

the bike mode between manual to electric based on the slope. This bike can be used as a business 

plan if we allow the cyclists to rent it for couple of hours.  

 

Key Words: electric bike, Accelerometer, Hybrid Motor, torque, Dynamo, Power, Arduino 
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1 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
In all aspects, technology has improved our lives, whether that be through revolutions in 

medicines, renewable energy or new sporting ideas to keep us active and living longer. One of 

these changes is an electric bike. In this era of digital revolution, we are surrounded by smart 

devices that are capable of making decisions on their own without much human intervention. In 

addition, the internet of things (IoT) is a computing concept that describes the idea of everyday 

physical objects being connected to the internet and being able to identify themselves to other 

devices. In this report, we are going to build a product where renewable energy cooperates with 

IoT that is more suitable and easier for human and environment friendly.  
 Our proposed model is The Chargeable E-Bike (CE-Bike) where we are looking forward 

to upgrade one of the most important ways of transportations that has been not used a lot in our 

region as a transportation tool due to other easier ways of transportations that are available. People 

nowadays use cars and busses as they are easier to drive and consume much time to get to their 

work. In comparison, bicycles are considered as a tool that is used just for exercising because it 

requires human energy, and people see it tiring and waste of time to use it as a transportation.  

As a result, we chose to upgrade the idea from a traditional bike to a The Chargeable E-

Bike (CE-Bike), which can be used for both transportation and exercising. While paddling, the 

bike can generate electrical power that can be stored and when the rider switches to electrical 

mode, the bicycle can be driven without paddling using the DC motor that is powered by dynamos 

to make the bicycle move. 

In this project, we aim at adding a DC motor that can be combined to the paddle or in the 

back of the tire where we can generate current to charge the battery and store it to switch to the 

electric mode at any time. Also, there will be a sensor to sense the incline of the surface where 

rider rides his bike on it. This sensor will determine the speed of the bike, which it can ensure the 

safety of the rider in case he was tired, injured, or couldn't control the speed of the bike. One of 

the future features that we would implement is to adapt the bike to use it here in this region 

especially in Kuwait. 

1.1 Background 
Bikes had been created and used since the 19th century. Bikes were being developed until 

we created electric bikes that people can use in their life. From the Spokefly website, more than a 

billion bicycles are being used which is twice the number of automobiles [1]. In some countries, 
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the production of e-bike has reached 100 million while cars reached 50 million [1]. These bikes 

are used for many purposes such as sport, work, recreation, etc. These usages vary from one 

country to another, for example, in America, people use bikes for sports whereas, in China, they 

use it to go to work as a way of transportation. The website offers the top 10 countries that use e-

bikes, which are China, Belgium, Switzerland, Japan, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Germany, USA, 

and the Netherlands, which is called the country of cyclists as 99.1% use bikes [1]. Also, the 

percentage of pollution and traffic in these countries is very low. The surprising thing is that none 

of the Arab countries in the Middle East is in these statistics while the percentage of air pollution, 

noise, and traffic jam are very high [3].  

In Kuwait, they are using e-bikes but the percentage increases slowly as it is a new change 

that most people find hard to accept. With Kuwait, being a country that highly depends on gas and 

oil, which is a source, will run out eventually so we decided that we needed to raise awareness 

about the use of renewable energy. We also noticed that the use of bicycles as a transportation 

method is extremely low due to the hot weather that exhaust people. Since our bicycle would have 

power assistance and a motor that will help the rider and this would make riding a bicycle in 

Kuwait more valuable option. That leads us to think of why not modifying the e-bike to fulfill the 

needs of people, which they can then use it anytime and anywhere. 

1.2 Problem Statement 
Every day, we wake up early to go to our work using our cars waiting through long lines 

of cars, which cause us to be late to our work or classes in the university. From statista website, 

we looked up for the percentages of using vehicles in Kuwait and we found that from 2011 till 

2017, the number of vehicles increased by 524,779[2]. Therefore, in 2011, we had 1,554,737 and 

in 2017, we have 2,079,516 vehicle and the numbers are increasing rapidly. This huge amount of 

increase in the number of vehicles causes a lot of traffic jam on the ring roads especially and mostly 

car accidents that happens every day.  

In addition to the traffic jam and being late to work or class, there is also the air pollution 

that comes from the exhaust of the cars and other vehicles. From numbeo.com, we found that the 

percentage of air pollution in Kuwait only is 67.42%, which is quite high and contributes to the 

global warming [3]. Also, due to that traffic jam, noises from the vehicles and the toxics that they 

leave from their exhausts lead to the percentage of drinking polluted water as 37.50%, dirtiness 
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and untidiness percentage 54.46% and noise and light pollution percentage is 45.91%. These 

percentages are high compared to other countries in the Middle East Region.  

Another problem that leads to think of this project is that most people here in Kuwait 

especially in winter practice their hobby, which is riding a bike and do their exercise. Sometimes 

the riders got injured as they were tired and they couldn't control the speed of the bike. Others they 

couldn't use other devices while riding the bike such as mobile phone to navigate their way or 

measuring their timings and distances they did. Our project will solve that. 

1.3 Aims and Objectives of the Project 
The main objectives of the project are as follows: 

▪ To use new source of energy which is renewable energy and get people familiarize with it.  

▪ To create a comfortable and new way of transportation for people to use during the day. 

▪ To make a product that is friendly to the environment that will reduce the pollution on the 

earth. 

▪ To create a product that people can use it for many purposes such as charging their phone 

battery, navigating their way, etc. 

▪ To implement a smart bicycle that provides safety to riders during emergency cases. 

▪ To allow the user to connect between his/her smart bike and his/her mobile phone. 

▪  To create a model where the user can switch between different modes either manually or 

electrically.   

1.4 Contribution: 
The goals of our chargeable bike follow along the same lines of the objectives, but in more detail. 

Our proposed model will: 

✓ Operate manually that requires moving the paddles to generate electricity for charging the 

battery of the bike. 

✓ Operate electrically where the rider uses a switch to turn on the hybrid motor and drive the 

bicycle without using the paddles. 

✓ Have a couple of dynamos on the tires to generate power as the wheels move by paddling.  

✓ Produce current to charge a 12V battery to be stored in a battery and used at any time. 

✓ use LED lamps, USB/Wireless charging for phones and tablets and will allow some sensors 

to work. 
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✓ A mobile application will be installed to monitor the bicycle location, power stored, power 

used, distance covered, calories burnt, heart rate, etc. 

✓ Use sensors to measure temperature of the rider, speed of the bicycle, etc. 

✓ Make sure that the user does not exceed a specific speed to ensure the safety of the user. 

✓ Use an accelerometer sensor to measure the incline of the bicycle in three dimensions X-

Y-Z (Up, Down, cliff). 

✓  Assist the user by making the motor using more power to speed up on a hill.  

✓ Limit the speed of the bicycle if it is going down to make it safer for the user. 

1.5 BOCR Analysis 
This section provides an analysis of the benefits and opportunities of this project along 

with the possible costs and risks as shown in Table 1. This analysis offers a better understanding 

of this project from both technical and business angles in order to develop the CE-Bike in the right 

direction. 

 

Table 1.1: Project BOCR Analysis. 

Strengths Opportunities 

• Provide a modern method of utilizing 

renewable energy  

• Can be used by all people  

• Environmentally friendly  

• Can be used for practical thing and for fun  

 

• Allows us to implement many of the 

things we studied 

• Introduces us to the use of renewable 

energy in real life situations  

Costs Risks 

• Suitable cost  

• Reasonable maintenance cost 

• Chargeable Battery 

 

 

• Cheaper models might be available but 

with less capabilities  

• Lack of hands on experience might 

cause us to make mistakes  

• Lack of time management skills can 

cause an unfinished project  
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1.6 Report Outline 
In this chapter, we have introduced the idea of a chargeable e-bike, and its specific use in 

our region. We have mentioned the features that the chargeable E-bike will include, and a brief 

mention of the required components to implement these features. In addition, we demonstrate the 

existing problem that the CE-Bike can solve, as well as present the ways of solving it. The solutions 

are presented through the objectives and contributions of the project (Chapter 1). 

The CE-Bike is relatively a recent concept; nevertheless, it has been previously 

implemented in several areas, using different technologies and for various purposes. Some known 

companies have implemented different types of electric bikes depending on the usage of the people 

and the region where they used the e-bike. Other implementations are being created for general 

purposes. Previous implementation of different The Chargeable E-Bike (CE-Bike) will be 

presented in the Literature Survey chapter (Chapter 2).  

The process of selecting the most suitable hardware and software components depends on 

the features that the chargeable E-Bike will implement. Therefore, after cautiously studying 

multiple previous implementations, the selection has been carefully made to meet the needs of the 

CE-Bike. The selected features, hardware components and the design alternatives are provided in 

the Design Analysis chapter (Chapter 3). 

The implementation of the project and the integration of all of its parts are achievable due 

to the right selection of the components. The system implementation and the system’s features will 

be explained in detail in the Implementation chapter (Chapter 4).  

A project like the CE-Bike will absolutely have an effect on various aspects, such as the 

economy in terms of decreasing the costs of making different kinds of transportation. In addition, 

in terms of the society and environment, the CE-Bike will affect in a positive way in reducing 

pollution and have cleaner environment for our children in the future. Besides the effect of the 

chargeable E-Bike, the ethical issues are also being discussed to spot the light on the possible 

issues that may arise, and how to avoid them. The effects of the chargeable E-Bike and its ethical 

issues are being illustrated in the Evaluation chapter (Chapter 5). 

Finally, a summary of all presented information, a timeline of activities that have been 

completed, and the future directions are provided in the conclusion chapter (Chapter 6). 
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1.7 Conclusion: 
In this chapter, we have introduced the idea of a chargeable E-bike, and its specific use in 

roads. We have mentioned the features that the E-bike will include, and a brief mention of the 

required components to implement these features. In addition, we demonstrate the existing 

problem that our prototype can solve, as well as present the ways of solving it. The solutions are 

presented through the objectives and goals of the project. Through the presented BOCR analysis, 

a better understanding is achieved as to how to implement the chargeable E-Bike in terms of 

integrating the various parts, tackling the threats and making up for the weaknesses.   
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2 CHAPTER 2: LITTERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter is presented as a review element of this report as it provides the available 

implementations of Electric bikes in terms of features, size, forms of interaction and connection, 

technical specifications, price, and availability in the region. These implementations will be 

compared with our proposed implementation of the Electric bike. The chapter consists of three 

sections: Implementations of Electric bikes, Comparison of our project and the reviewed articles, 

and Comparison Summary Table. 

2.1 Historical Background 

2.1.1  Design and Simulation of Control Systems for Electric Assist Bikes [4]: 

The article introduced two different controllers which are PAPC () and FLC (). The PAPC 

and FLC have the same two inputs which are bike speed and pedal torque to determine the torque 

generated from the motor.  

      The figure 2.1 above shows different forces acting on the bike, which are friction force, the 

force of the air pushing on the opposite side, gravity force that is pushing downwards and gradient 

drag force which is pushing backward. [4]  

Figure 2.1: Different forces acting on the bike [4] 
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The figure 2.2 above shows the PAPC whole system steps and the speed is analyzed by the 

controller to change the ratio of power assistance from the motor.  

     The FLC figure 2.3 above shows the steps of the whole FLC system. For different roads, the 

controller has to acquire the bike speed and pedal speed in order to generate an appropriate motor 

torque. 

After explaining the differences between both methods, the article also did two different 

experiments on those methods to compare them. The two experiments were trying the methods on 

flat ground and three different slopes which are 3, 6, 9 degrees. As in the conclusion of the two 

experiments, the FLC method was better on both as it would make the rider more stable and 

comfortable. [4] 

Figure 2.2: PAPC block diagram [4] 

Figure 2.3: FLC block diagram. [4] 
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2.1.2 An Exercise Bikes Assisted Main Energy Source In DC Distributed Power System [5]: 

An exercise bike that generates electricity, which assists the main power that is produced by 

the power plant when a family is using it at home. A three-phase brushless synchronous generator 

is installed in the bike and the mechanical energy from the user, which is created by pedaling is 

the input for the generator, whereas the generator’s output is in the form of electrical energy. The 

house is using less amount of power from the main power plant, the article showed how the values 

dropped from 1001.5W to 879.4W for one set of the exercise bike and for 2 sets it dropped to 

757W [5]. As the input is depending on the activity of the user this makes the system a low reliable 

type of renewable energy, due to its low electrical power generation.  

The DC source is highly effective in terms of transferring electricity as it does not need a 

synchronized source. It needs just to match the polarity and the level of the voltage. How this kind 

of renewable energy can be feasible is by distributing the power as DC without storing it to avoid 

power loss in the transmission line.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In Figure 2.4, a scheme of the system in which the human power is converted to electrical 

power, and a closed-loop controller so that a constant voltage and limited current are produced by 

the user to the main DC energy system.  

Figure 2.4:The control system layout of the unit.[5] 
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  The above figure 2.5 shows the actual set up of the electric exercising bike and how the power 

produced from the user is converted from mechanical to electrical power and then from the bike is 

sent to the DCPS and then to the DC transmission line 

     The comparison table that is in figure 2.6 shows how the exercise bike is assisting the main 

power supply as it is shown that if 1 set of bikes is used then 125.9W is being produced which 

decreased the power needed from the main DC system to supply the load from 1001.5W to 

879.4W. In addition, if 2 sets are used then the power produced by the bike is 252.2W and the 

main DC unit will be giving only 757W where to the powers add up to supply a load, which needs 

1001.1W. 

Figure 2.5: The setup of the bike that generates 

electricity from human power.[5] 

Figure 2.6:Power needed to supply a load comparing the results using 0,1,2 sets of bikes.[5] 
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2.1.3 A Electric Power Generation by Human Effort [6]: 

The study focuses on how electricity can be produced by a person pedaling and turning a 

generator connected to an e-bike. A power electronic converter is used to regulate the power 

being used to charge the batteries that are used to store the electric energy created by pedaling. 

The power converter is bidirectional, which means it can either use power to run the motor to 

support the rider when they need it or store electricity in the batteries.  

 The circuit shown in Figure 2.7 is the power conversion circuit, which can be used to 

convert power between the battery, motor, and the power being generated. It regulates power and 

switches between AC and DC. 

The paper mentions how the use of electric bikes can be a great solution to generate renewable 

energy, especially in cases of power outages. It discusses how the bidirectional power convertor 

works to either charge the battery or run the motor by stepping up or stepping down the voltage.  

The research was performed to calculate how much people of different ages could produce so 

they can estimate how the power converter should be calibrated to charge the batteries properly. 

The converter will be outputting voltage in the range of 38 to 52 volts depending on the size of the 

battery being charged. The system produced power with a 94% efficiency according to the tests. 

 

Figure 2.7: Bidirectional power conversion system. [6] 
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2.1.4 A Real time analysis of an intelligent torque controller for a hybrid bicycle [7]: 

In this research paper, it introduced the idea of novel sensors controlling the torque and speed 

from sensing the pedaling. Novel sensors are always collecting data about the motor. BLDC 

(brushing less direct current motor), was picked in this article due to its high starting torque, less 

electrical noise, and high efficiency.  

The designed intelligent controller also turns the electric drive on at the speed and torque 

required. The sensor configuration is designed to calculate the pedal torque using an inductance 

coil-core variation; it was calibrated and implemented in this work from both the simulation results 

and experimental results it is proved that the controller has successfully controlled the bicycle 

torque depending upon the input from the pedal torque sensor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8:General Block Diagram.[7] 
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     The figure 2.8 above shows the different forces acting on the bicycle, which are pedaling force 

and torque force. In addition, after performing experiments on the BLDC motor, they conclude 

that the motor yields 81% efficiency with an output of 268 watts at a speed of 211 rpm, which 

means that the motor has an acceptable efficiency for this electric bike.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

    In the figure 2.9 above, we can see the whole process of the system, which shows the cycle as 

the battery charges the motor, and then the motor feeds the bike with electric power and then the 

controller relays back the data to the motor so that it can change the output power. 

     The article also introduced the idea of the fuzzy logic controller, which provides assistance to 

the rider. The fuzzy logic controller utilizes two inputs that are the speed and pedal torque to 

provide control with PWM (pulse width modulation).  The fuzzy logic controller is used to be able 

to control the output through different levels from very low to very high. 

2.1.5 Comparison Ant-Colony Optimization Control of Brushless-DC Motor Driving a Hybrid 

Electric-Bike and Fed from Photovoltaic Generator [8]: 

As we know nowadays electric bikes are used for local transportation everywhere, and it’s a 

pollution-free vehicle. The electric bike is designed for a single user, and it has the same model of 

a normal bike in terms of pedals and wheels. There are two types of electric vehicles known as 

electric bikes and electric scooters.  

Figure 2.9:block diagram of the system[7] 
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For the proposed method in this article, an amazing method is used in terms of controlling the 

current and speed of the vehicle by applying the ant-colony optimization-algorithm. The electric 

vehicle is fed by electricity from 2 hybrid sources, one of the sources is for the motor that is used 

in driving the vehicle and the other is used to store the energy in a battery to charge any elements. 

One of the sources is a photovoltaic generator, which is also a green and clean source of energy, 

while the other one is a generator that takes its input from a human source which the pedaling of 

the bike. For the software implementation, the overall system is designed, modeled, and simulated 

using the Matlab/Simulink and M-file package to study the behavior of the system under different 

cases [8]. 

 In this article, a PID controller is turned into a formulated problem by searching their 

optimized value using the Ant-colony Optimization algorithm. The system will depend on two 

sources, which are hybrid motors, which are designing for driving and charging storage elements.  

The PV motor will supply the system with 500 W to drive the e-bike, at a rated voltage equal 

to 48 V. In addition, the system is tested when fed directly from a multi-input converter from a 

battery, the dc voltage becomes smoother and the motor variables are better and improved. Also, 

the proposed system is robust compared to classical ZN-controller and easy to implement in real-

time [8]. 

Figure 2.10 [8]: The model of the system. 
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In figure 2.10, it explains the connection of the PV array, multi-input dc-boost converter with the 

controllers, inverters, motor and the electric bicycle as the load. 

The above flow chart in figure 2.11 explains the algorithm of the system step by step. 

 

       Figure 2.12 shows the parameter of the motor used to drive the electric bike. 

 

Figure 2.11:Flowchart of Model[8] 

Figure 2.12:The results.[8] 
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2.1.6 Comparison Estimation of Pedaling Torque for Electric Power-assisted Bicycle on Slope 

Environment [9]: 

 The article talks about using a different method to calculate the pedaling torque instead of 

using a torque sensor due to the high price of the sensor. By using a Recursive Least Square (RLS) 

method to estimate the pedaling torque produced by the rider. This method has been successfully 

applied to bicycles that are moving on flat roads and has tested with positive results in estimating 

the torque but now are introducing a way for it to also estimate the torque on bicycles going uphill 

which is where motor assistance would be needed the most.  RLS depends on the use of different 

formulas and substituting different values to keep estimating the closest possible value of the 

torque that is being produced. 

 

 

 

Table 2.1: Parameter of electric power 

assisted bicycle.[9] 
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These are the equations shown in tables 2.1 and 2.2 that are used in the RLS method to 

calculate the torque at different points on the bicycle and the parameter that are being kept track 

of to calculate with. 

 

 

Table 2.2: Parameter of load torque.[9] 
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Figure 2.13: the bike model[9] 

This block diagram in figure 2.13 shows how different parameters are being used in each step and 

where they are being taken from. 

2.1.7  E-bike electronic control unit [10]: 

This article demonstrates the designing and implementation of an e-bike, using a brushless 

direct current motor. The advantages of using BLDC motors over DC brushed motors; they have 

a longer life span, they radiate a low electromagnetic interference, noiseless, and greater torque to 

the ratio of the motor size. When the motor is acting as a generator there can be two types of it; 

sinusoidal and trapezoidal. The main purpose of the 8-bit microcontroller is to energize the correct 

windings at the right moment. This e-bike is designed to use a 36V/5.5Ah Li-Ion battery pack, 

350W 3phase BLDC motor [10]. The system has been simulated using Matlab Simulink simulation 

environment. The results obtained are comparable with commercial e-Bikes, and the proposed 

implementation presents a higher power autonomy ratio. 
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In the above figure 2.14, a detailed structure of the winding of the model is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15-block diagram is a detailed way of the functionality of the model, and a step-by-step 

explanation of the model. The  proposed control unit is implemented using an 8-bit microcontroller. 

The microcontroller receives motor position information (rotor angle) from signals produced by 

three Hall effect sensors  contained inside the engine. The microcontroller uses this data using a simple 

commutation table and flips the six power MOSFET transistors that drive the BLDC motor. The 

literature on the web indicates that the BLDC controllers used in commercial e-bikes include linear 

Figure 2.14: Structure of Model.[10] 

Figure 2.15: Block Diagram of Model. [10] 
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power supplies. This is a big energy efficiency problem because of the  substantial power loss as heat 

in the internal power supply. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.8 A Vibration Reduction System for E-bikes [11]: 

This paper works on introducing a new method to help reduce vibration in electric bicycles 

by using sensors and a system that will change the level of power assistance for the rider 

automatically so that the amount of vibration is reduced. 

 

Table 2.3: Comparison Table between designed and commercial bike.[10] 

Figure 2.16: System Architecture. [11] 
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It mentions how the method was implemented. When riding on an electric bicycle a rider 

is able to change the mode to modify how much power assistance they are getting through the HMI 

(Human Machine Interface) manually, and choose from the different possible modes that are 

featured on the bike. The bike would use a smartphone-based accelerometer with a road-aware 

adaptive vibration reduction system. The new method uses a RAAS (Road Aware Adaptive 

System) module, which switches the power-assisting mode according to the collected data from 

the sensors about the road and the movement of the bike.  

The block diagram in figure 2.16 explains the steps the system goes through to determine 

the level of power assistance needed. It starts with collecting data from the sensors and then 

sending it to the RAAS, which will process the different data that is received and then send them 

to the HMI. The HMI will then control the motor, change the level of power assistance and inform 

the rider of the changes it has made. 

2.1.9 A full hybrid electric bike: how to increase human efficiency [12]: 

In this paper, the authors said that electric bikes received great attention and several efforts 

have been made in order to improve their performance in terms of autonomy, weight, esthetic, and 

feeling with the driver. This paper presents the design of a self-supporting hybrid electric bike to 

enhance human efficiency: system integration, energy fluxes, physiological consideration, and an 

algorithm to demonstrate the possibility of reduced oxygen consumption.  

Figure 2.17: Power Assistant mode Decision Tree. [11] 
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In this article, a cycling track experiment contrasts the mechanical and metabolic effects 

between conventional and hybrid electric motorcycles. Section 2 explains motorcycles. Bianchi 

Camaleonte bases the hybrid bike on a carbon light frame. A Shimano Alfine 11v community and 

two hydraulic disk brakes support this. Rims and steer are light components of regular city bikes. 

The brushless motor chosen is the most compact bike hub motor off the shelf with rating of 250 

W and 36 V. 

Originally built for this project are ECD and motor driver. The key components are Battery 

pack (ten A123System Nano Phosphate batteries in series, 990W nominal power, 36.3Wh nominal 

capacity) and its "custom" Battery Management System (BMS). We may divide hybrid electric 

vehicles (HEVs) into series and parallel HEVs depending on vehicle configurations, taking into 

account the more evolved 4-wheel field study (cars, trucks, etc.). 

The engine drives the generator, which charges the batteries in a series HEV. The battery pack 

receives energy from the electric motor. The vehicle practically just has electric traction. The 

engine and the motor are coupled in a parallel HEV to power the vehicles. The engine and the 

engine/generator will move the vehicle either together or separately: if only one of the two sources 

is used, the other either must rotate or be connected by a single-way clutch or freewheel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the above figure 2.18, we see the prototype of the electric bicycle that was used for testing to 

compare with a regular bicycle. 

Figure 2.18: The integrated hybrid electric bike. [12] 
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Additionally, developing an algorithm that increases human energetic efficiency requires 

the study of "human engine" efficiency during pedaling. Literature, tools, examinations, and 

findings are presented in the next paragraphs.  

A special portable tool was used for measuring a cyclist's efficiency: the VmaxST system 

(Sensormedics, Bilthoven, The Netherlands). The VmaxST system is a fully portable, breath-by 

breath-based cardiopulmonary gas-exchange measuring system. It consists of a close-fitting 

facemask over the mouth and nose, a volume turbine measuring respiratory flow, a gas sample line 

measuring both the concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the expired air and a battery-

operated unit worn on the shoulders. Several medical studies have validated that this system works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The graphs in figure 2.19  show the results when comparing the use between an electric bicycle 

and a standard bicycle and show how using an electric bicycle allows for a more regular intake of 

oxygen by the rider which would mean that they are using less energy. 

Figure 2.19:Experiment results.[12] 
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2.1.10 2.1.10 Pedal Power Generation [13]: 

"If we can renew and reuse the energy we waste, it would help in some way to the problem of 

scarcity of energy, which is the major threat of present world," [13]. Generating power by pedaling 

is a good way of converting mechanical power to electrical energy by using alternators or dynamo. 

This energy produced can be either used on the vehicle itself or it can be stored for powering other 

devices. The cyclist while using the bicycle either from the rotation of the pedals or the wheels 

will generate this energy. NiMH batteries are used and being charged from the dynamo output 

after being filtered and regulated by a DC regulator, and there is where we might have some energy 

losses. The total power losses from the pedal-powered generator are about 50%-70%, which means 

that the system has a low power efficiency but still can be useful. For example, this power 

harvested can be used to light some LED lamps on the vehicle.  

The Dynamo or an alternator is used to convert the movement of the wheels into electrical 

energy. Using either a dynamo or an alternator in both ways’ the energy losses will be low. A hub 

dynamo is used because it has more voltage output than a bottle dynamo. The dynamo is attached 

to the bicycle’s tire for power generation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Literature Evaluation  
In the First article “Design and Simulation of Control Systems for Electric Assist Bikes”, 

the use of fuzzy logic controller and proportion assisted power controllers were compared by using 

the speed and pedal frequency as the inputs to determine the assisted torque of the bike. Several 

experiments were done on different slopes, which are flat ground and three different angles. The 

Figure 2.20:Circuit for Power generation.[13] 
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results on the flat ground showed that the FLC has smaller oscillation amplitudes compared to 

PAPC in which the FLC makes the rider more comfortable and stable. The results on the three 

different slopes, which were (3, 6 and 9 degrees), showed that the steady state velocity of FLC was 

smaller than the PAPC which leads to better riding comfort. The second article of our literature 

review “An Exercise Bike Assisted Main Energy Source in DC distributed Power System”. As it’s 

seen this article talks about an exercising bike that generates power from the human pedaling when 

it is used, this power after it’s converted from mechanical power to electric power is distributed to 

the main energy source. Which will result in using a less amount of power from the energy source. 

This system is not very reliable in terms of renewable energy as it depends on how active the user 

is. The third article is “Electric Power Generation by Human Effort”, the focus of the article is the 

use of pedaling by people to produce electric power and store it in batteries. It experiments with 

the use of a bidirectional power converter so that the power produced can be used for either 

charging the battery or to power the motor connected to the bicycle. The converter used can operate 

in buck or boost so that it can make sure that the battery doesn’t get damaged and that the power 

supplies to the motor is sufficient.  

The fourth article is “Real time analysis of an intelligent torque controller for a hybrid 

bicycle”. The article focuses on the use of a pedal assisting sensor to help control drive assistance. 

The experiment uses a fuzzy logic controller to have multiple levels of control on the system. The 

pedal sensor provided the data for the FLC to control the torque, which will be supporting the 

rider. The experiment showed positive results in the use of the fuzzy logic controller.  

The sixth article is “Estimation of Pedaling Torque for Electric Power-assisted Bicycle on 

Slope Environment” works on reducing the price of electric bicycles by replacing the torque sensor 

and using other components on the bicycle to estimate the pedaling torque. The method used is 

achievable but can become very complicated depending on how advanced the type of electric 

bicycle is being used. Although they had performed all the calculations needed, they only 

performed the experiment on a regular bicycle but performed a simulation for a motor assisted 

one.  

The seventh article focuses on using a brushless direct current motor, list its advantages, 

and specifies the microcontroller that is used to energize the right windings at the right time, which 

is the main purpose of the microcontroller. It also mentions the type of battery that should be used, 

and the results of a simulation system are mentioned too.  
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The eighth article of our literature review is “A Vibration Reduction System for E-bikes” 

explains how electric bicycles have low shock resistance compared to other vehicles so they 

introduced a system that will help reduce vibration by automatically switching the level of power 

assistance. The system used is adaptive and changed according to the data that it is calculating. All 

the components they are using are mentioned, in which it shows that they are using a smartphone 

to help keep track of the data of the bicycle and help the rider have more control of his bicycle. 

The ninth article “A full hybrid electric bike: how to increase human efficiency”, in some 

of the other articles the authors developed the e-bike to allow people to benefit from a health point 

of view. The authors developed a bike that has assistance from a motor drive and a charged battery 

to use it while driving. At the same time, a facemask for measuring the oxygen is being breathed 

in was connected to the bike. A comparison between the traditional bike and the electric bike was 

made to see the effects of speed, energy, power, percentage of oxygen among other factors. From 

the results, they found that using an electric bike allows for less energy consumption from the user, 

and less oxygen is needed than when riding a traditional bike. The tenth article explains how a 

system that uses renewable energy is really important to the environment. It also focuses on how 

the pedal system can generate power from pedaling and storing the energy generated from the 

dynamos and storing it in a battery. 

2.3 Summary and Implications of Research Papers: 
After reading and analysing the papers that are related to e-bikes, a summary of important 

points will be presented with a comparison of all the models. From the analysed papers, there are 

a lot of models to do an electric bike. All of the papers apply the concept of converting the 

movement the pedals to electric energy. Some of the papers discussed how to modify the pedals 

so that when the rider moves them they will automatically produce electric current and voltage to 

help the user move easily with the bike. Other papers implement different circuits that put on a 

specific place near the pedals that when the user moves them, the movement will be converted to 

DC voltage that is used to move the bike.  

From the summarized papers, different implementations were applied and that led us to learn 

what components were used such as type of dynamos used, batteries, different motors, LCD 

screens, etc. In addition to that, some models used different mathematical equations to calculate 

the power generated, efficiency, current, voltage, and torque. From these papers, some notes were 

taken to improve the methodology of the proposed project. The Chargeable E-Bike (CE-Bike) will 
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provide different features besides converting the manual movement to electric energy to move the 

bike instead of the pedal. Moreover, the project will have different sensors to ensure the safety of 

the user and aid in avoiding accidents automatically. A wireless charging system will be 

implemented to allow the user uses his/her phone while biking.  A summary comparison table will 

be discussed in the following section to discuss the most important differences.   

2.4 Summary Comparison Table: 
In this section, a summary table shows a comparison between the ten projects and our 

proposed model from many aspects. First, the comparison will be about the location where the 

user can use the project. Second, a comparison of electric measurements will be presented for 

each project such as current, voltage, power, torque, etc. Then each project will be compared if 

it used a control unit, LCD screen, and sensors used for the project. After that, the project will be 

checked if it is available and the cost of it if it is mentioned in the paper.  

Table 2.4: Summary Comparison of all projects. 

Project 

Electric 

Measurement

s 

Control Unit 
LCD 

Screen 
Sensors 

Region’s 

Availability 
Cost 

Design and 

Simulation of 

Control 

Systems for 

Electric Assist 

Bikes 

✓ ✓ 𝒙 

 

 
✓ 

N/A N/A 

An Exercise 

Bikes Assisted 

Main Energy 

Source in FC 

Distributed 

Power System 

✓ ✓ 𝒙 

 

 

 
✓ 

✓ N/A 

Electric Power 

Generation by 

Human Effort 

✓ ✓ ✓ 
 
✓ 

✓ 
 

N/A 

A Real time 

analysis of an 

intelligent 

torque 

✓ ✓ 𝒙 

 

 
✓ 

N/A N/A 
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controller for a 

hybrid bicycle 

Ant-Colony 

Optimization 

Control of 

Brushless-DC 

Motor Driving 

a Hybrid 

Electric-Bike 

and Fed from 

Photovoltaic 

Generator: 

✓ ✓ 𝒙 
 

✓ 
✓ N/A 

Estimation of 

Pedaling 

Torque for 

Electric 

Power-assisted 

Bicycle on 

Slope 

Environment 

✓ 𝒙 𝒙 

 

 
✓ 

✓ N/A 

E-bike 

electronic 

control unit 

✓ ✓ 𝒙 
 
✓ 

✓ N/A 

A Vibration 

Reduction 

System for E-

Bikes 

𝒙 ✓ ✓ 
 
✓ 

N/A N/A 

A full hybrid 

electric bike: 

how to 

increase 

human 

efficiency 

✓ ✓ 𝒙 

 

 
✓ 

N/A N/A 

Pedal Power 

Generation 
✓ 𝒙 𝒙 

 
✓ 

✓ 
 
✓ 

CE-Bike 

CE-Bike ✓  ✓  

Using 

mobile 

phone 

✓  ✓  ✓  
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2.5 Conclusion: 
In this chapter, the various previous implementations were presented. Analysing these 

implementation helps to understand the functionality of any electric bike, and the features to be in 

implemented for any field. Also, a comparison table was provided to show the differences and 

similarities between the various implementation, and the intended implementation of the 

Chargeable E-Bike. 
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3 Chapter 3: Design and Analysis 

In this chapter, we will be comparing several components related to our project. It was 

earlier found in the projects we did in the literature review, to figure out which of the components 

will best fit our project. 

3.1 Methodology 
Our methodology is based on research and experiments, as the research talks about the 

motors, control system, battery packet types, and overall parameters and equipment needed for the 

bike. The main idea is that a smart electric bike where a hybrid motor that runs with a speed of 30 

KM/H, for that to happen a battery pack that will store power generated from the AC motor's 

installed on the wheels of the bicycle to power up the motor and other accessories like LED lamps, 

phone charger, etc. After that, a control system will manage the speed of the motor and monitor it, 

an auto-cruise system will be done with a control system and accelerometer sensor to change the 

speed of the motor whether it’s going up/down a hill as to assist the rider to stay in a safe range of 

speed. In addition, a phone application will be installed to better help monitor the bicycle setting, 

health biometric, and make the bicycle user friendly. 

3.2 Design Analysis 

 Following with the research we compiled, we developed the following system in which 

we found that it suits our ideas towards the project the most and towards future implementations. 
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Figure 3.1:Block Diagram of the model. 

In this model shown in figure 3.1, the user will start by pedaling on the bike which will 

cause the dynamos that are installed on the tires to start charging the battery. When the battery is 

fully charged a led will switch on and the switch of the circuit charger will trip and turn off. The 

battery will be used to perform two functions. One of the functions is the wireless charging to help 

the user charges their phone to use it while biking. The second function is the safety circuit, or we 

can call it accelerometer circuit where an accelerometer sensor is used to determine the direction 

of the user using 3 directions X, Y and Z. This accelerometer will be connected to the Arduino 

Uno that is connected to motor drive. The circuit is connected to a DC motors to program the 

Arduino depending on the angle of the bicycle, if the bicycle is tilted upwards then the 

accelerometer will multiply all the angles from the X, Y, Z and send the result to the Arduino after 

that, Arduino will compare the result to the codded values and execute the order of increasing the 

motor speed if the tilting fulfilled the if-statement in the code. On the other hand, if the bicycle is 

declined then the motor speed will be decreased. Also, if full brakes are applied then the sensor 

will turn of the DC motor completely.  
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3.3 System architecture  

In figure 3.2, it shows us the circuit of one of the features that we are going to apply in our 

project. This accelerometer sensor circuit detects the angles of the bicycle. where an 

accelerometer sensor is used to determine the direction of the user using 3 directions X, Y and Z. 

The accelerometer will be connected to the Arduino Uno that is connected to the motor drive. 

The circuit is connected to a DC motors to program the Arduino depending on the angle of the 

bicycle, if the bicycle is tilted upwards then the accelerometer will multiply all the angles from 

the X, Y, Z and send the result to the Arduino after that, Arduino will compare the result to the 

codded values and execute the order of increasing the motor speed if the tilting fulfilled the if-

statement in the code. On the other hand, if the bicycle is declined then the motor speed will be 

decreased. Also, if full brakes are applied then the sensor will turn of the DC motor completely.  

 The circuit will consist of an accelerometer sensor that has 5 ports where 3 ports for X, 

Y, Z directions that will be read from the sensors on the circuit and they will be connected to the 

Arduino UNO to the ports A0, A1, A2. The other 2 ports will be connected to the Arduino UNO 

to 5V and ground to allow the sensor to work.  

 For the motor driver, its inputs will be connected to the output of the Arduino Uno from 

B2 to B7. For the motor driver to operate, it must be connected to the 12V battery that will be 

used in circuit 1. The software we used for figure 3.2 is called “fritzing” 
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Figure 3.2:System Architecture 

3.3.1 charging  circuit 
 

We will explain the speed control circuit shown in figure 3.3 which is an important part in 

our e-bike system architecture as it is the one responsible for charging the battery which in turn 

activates our whole system. the current produced by the dynamo will go through the diode which 

is used as the diode allow a one way direction only then the current will go through the filter to 

cancel any noise, after that it will go through the variable voltage regulator through a fixed 

resistor and a potentiometer which will regulate the amount of current we need and then it will 

go through another filter in case there were noise it will be cancelled and finally it will go 

through the other diode also for direction since if there was no diode after the battery was charge 

it will charge the charger circuit again which is against our aim 
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Figure 3.3:the simulated look of how the charging circuit should consist of 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4:the multisim of our charging circuit. 

As shown in figure 3.3 this is the simulated version of the charging circuit which should 

give us the aim we are looking for. After that, we went on multisim and connected it to see if it 

will work or not as shown in figure 3.4 
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3.4 Components  

3.4.1 Sensors 

3.4.1.1 Accelerometer  

3.4.1.1.1 GY-61 DXL335 

GY-61 DXL335 3-Axis Accelerometer is a three-axis accelerometer sensor module based 

on ADXL335 integrated circuit. The ADXL335 is a triple axis accelerometer with extremely low 

noise and power consumption. The sensor has a detecting range of +/-3g. It can measure the 

static acceleration of gravity in tilt-sensing applications, as well as dynamic acceleration 

resulting from motion, shock, or vibration.  

As shown in figure 3.5 the GY-61 has 5 pins. We have the VCC pin which is supplied 

voltage source and its usually between 3.3-3.5 volts. Then we have 3 analog pins the Y-out is 

used the input while the other two analog pins are for the output. The last pin is our ground. 

3.4.1.1.2 MMA7455 3-Axis Accelerometer Module (#28526) 

The MMA7455 3-Axis Accelerometer in Figure 3.6 is a sensor able to easily identify 

acceleration motion along the 3 axes (X, Y, Z), it is also having some features that convert an 

analog to digital converter. The MMA7455 3-Axis Accelerometer has 8 pins as shown in Table 

3.1, VIN, n/c, INT1, INT2, GND, CS, DATA, and CLK [14] 

 

Figure 3.5:GY-61 DXL335 
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Table 3.1: Pins description 

Pin Description 

VIN Supplied Voltage source 

n/c No-connected 

INT1 Interrupt 1 

INT2 Interrupt 2 

GND Ground 

CS Chip select 

DATA Serial data (SDA), SPI serial Data 

CLK Serial clock (SCL), SPI serial clock 

(SPC) 

 

Figure 3.6:MMA7455 [14] 

 The Freescale MMA7455L is a surface-machined Micro-Electro-Mechanical System 

(MEMS) made by very light weighted semiconductor materials centered in the middle of the 

device by springs. If a motion is applied to it, the mass of the materials inside will spread along 

the (X, Y, Z) axis, then converted to acceleration. After that, data will be available to be read as 

output by microcontrollers such as Arduino or raspberry bi. 
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Table 3.2: Comparison between and MMA7455 

 

Features 

 

GY-61 DXL335 

 

 

MMA7455 

Operating 

current 

400uA 555mA 

Vin 3.3-3.5V 5.5V 

I/0 pins 5 pins 8 pins 

Price 2.750 KD 3.500 KD 

Choice 
☑ ☒ 

We will be using GY-61 DXL335 as it has the sensors that we need to contrivance the 

project. GY-61 DXL335 it gets its input from the motor driver and gives back the feedback with 

the angles and measurements needed for our electric bike.  

3.4.1.2 Speed control circuit 

3.4.1.2.1 HiLetgo AC Motor Speed Control & Motor Speed Control Switch Manual 
 

Motor speed controllers are electronic devices that control motor speed. They take a signal 

for the needed speed and drive a motor to that speed. All 4QD controllers work by switching the 

battery connection to the motor on and off around 20,000 times a second using a technique called 

pulse width modulation [PWM]. The motor averages these pulses out, as this rate of switching is 

too fast for the motor to detect. 

 

Figure 3.7:HiLetgo AC Motor Speed Control 
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Figure 3.8:Motor Speed Control Switch Manual 

Table 3.3: motor speed control comparison 

 

Features 

 

HiLetgo AC 

Motor Speed 

Control 

 

Motor Speed 

Control Switch 

Manual 

Operating voltage 110-220V AC 12-40V DC 

Power 2000-Watt max 400 Watt 

Output voltage 50-220V 40 V 

Current 25 A Max 10 A Max 

price 1.5 KD 3.500 KD 

choice 

☒ ☑ 
 

 

3.4.1.3 Spark Fun Monster Moto Shield &DC Dual Channel Motor Driver Board  
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   Motor drivers acts as an interface between the motors and the control 

circuits. Motor requires high amount of current whereas the controller circuit works on low 

current signals. So, the function of motor drivers is to take a low-current control signal and then 

turn it into a higher-current signal that can drive a motor. 

 

Figure 3.9:Spark fun monster moto shield 

 

 

Figure 3.10:DC dual channel motor driver 
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Table 3.4: motor driver comparison 

 

Features 

 

Spark fun monster 

moto shield 

 

DC dual channel motor 

driver 

 

Supplied voltage 

16 V 3-36 V DC 

Current 14 A 30 A 

Power 224 Watt 360 

Price 6.00 KD 12.500 KD 

Choice 

☒ ☑ 
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3.4.1.4 Voltage regulator and diode needed for the charging circuit 

The LM317 is a voltage regulator with three terminals shown in figure 3.11. It can regulate 

a 1.2V to 37V and a current of 1.5A can be supplied with it.  

 

 LN4004 diode consist of a cathode and anode shown in figure 3.12. It allows the current 

to flow in one direction only from the anode side. 

 

Figure 3.11:LM317 Regulator. 

Figure 3.12:LN4004 
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3.4.2 Actuators  

3.4.2.1 Motors  

3.4.2.1.1 DC motor  

DC motors stands for direct current which is a type of electric machine that converts 

electrical to mechanical energy in other words it takes electrical power through the direct current 

hence the name and change it to a mechanical rotation. It has 4 main types of brushless DC 

motors, brushed DC motors, shunt DC motors and series DC motors. the general specification 

for a DC motor is shown below figure 3.13 

 

 

Figure 3.13:brush DC motor 

 

3.4.2.1.2 AC motor 

 

The motor that converts the alternating current into mechanical power by using an 

electromagnetic induction phenomenon is called an AC motor. The AC motor is mainly 
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classified into two types. They are the synchronous motor and the induction motor which may be 

single phase or three phase shown in figure 3.14 

 

Figure 3.14:AC motor 

3.4.2.1.3 Universal motor: 
 

The motors which can be used with a single-phase AC source as well as a DC source of 

supply and voltages are called as Universal Motor. It is also known as Single Phase 

Series Motor. A universal motor shown in figure 3.15 is a commutation type motor. If the 

polarity of the line terminals of a DC Series Motor is reversed, the motor will continue to run in 

the same direction. The Universal motor is used for the purposes where speed control and high 

values of the speed are necessary. The various applications of the Universal Motor are as 

follows:- 

Portable drill machine. 

Used in hair dryers, grinders, and table fans. 

A universal motor is also used in blowers, polishers, and kitchen appliances. 
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Figure 3.15: universal motor 

 

Table 3.5: Comparison between two servomotors 

 

Features 

 

DC motor 

 

 

AC motor 

 

Universal motor 

Operating 

Voltage 

24 115/230 V 110-240VAC 

DC Current 14A 13.1/6.5 A 0.68-0.91 A 

OUTPUT 300W n/a 150-200W 

No Load Speed 2560 RPM 1800 RPM 20000 RPM 

Price 15 KD  n/a n/a 

Choice 
☑ ☒ ☒ 
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So we didn’t found universal in Kuwait or AC in Kuwait and if we wanted to order either of 

them it would have arrived after 3 months because of the pandemic so we used DC motors and 

the DC motors is a more suitable for its constant speed and current. 

3.4.3  Controller 

3.4.3.1 Arduino Uno 

The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital 

input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic 

resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It differs from all 

preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver chip. Instead, it features the 

Atmega16U which is programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. is programmed as a USB-to-serial 

converter. [17]  

 

Figure 3.16:Arduino Uno[17] 

3.4.3.2 Arduino Mega 

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It has 54 

digital input/output pins (of which 15 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs 

(hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP 

header, and a reset button. [18] 
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Figure 3.17:Arduino Mega[18] 

Table 3.6: Comparison between Arduino Uno and Mega 

 

Features 

 

Arduino Uno 

 

 

Arduino Mega 

Microcontroller 

(Datasheet) 

ATmega328P ATmega2560 

Operating 

Voltage 

5 V 5 V 

DC Current 20 mA 20 mA 

I/0 pins 14 pins 54 pins 

Clock speed 16 MHz 16 MHz 

Memory Size 32 KB 256 KB 

Price 6.68 KD 11.70 KD 

Choice 
 ☑  ☒ 

 

 We chose Arduino UNO as we don’t need  higher memory size to work with. As well as 

the Arduino uno has more projects done on it incase we need help we can always find info online. 
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3.5  Controllers 

 This chapter will discuss system configuration and the difference between open loop 

control system and closed loop control system, we will discuss also stability and second order 

system response moreover we will discuss different types of controllers and what is the advantages 

and disadvantages for these controllers and finally we will choose our controller. 

3.5.1 Control System configuration 

There are two main configurations of control system can be either open loop control system 

or closed loop control system. The configurations system will be discussed more thoroughly in the 

following sections 

3.5.2 Open loop control system  

Open loop control system is a type of continuous control system which mean that no 

feedback system and the output hasn’t effect on the control signal and the control system 

configures from input transducer, controller and plant as shown in the next figure the block 

diagram for open loop control system as shown in figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.18:Open loop control system block diagram 

 The block diagram shows that the simple configuration of open loop control system. But 

the major concern from open loop is the system not able to do the complete desired task in case of 

changes in condition or disturbance corrupted on the control system on other words if disturbance 

is corrupted on control system also the disturbance will effect on the output signal. 

3.5.3 Closed loop control system 

Closed loop control system is a type of continuous control system, which means that the 

system has feedback signal from the output. The control system configure from input transduce, 

controller and plant as open loop control system moreover output transducer or sensor to feedback 
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signal from output as shown in the next figure the block diagram for closed loop control system as 

shown in figure 3.19. 

 

Figure 3.19:Closed loop control system block diagram 

 The block diagram shows that the closed loop control system is more complicated than 

open loop control system and in case of condition changes or disturbance corrupted the control 

system will compare the signal from output and reference to modify the control signal to remove 

the effect of the disturbance. 

3.5.4 Stability  

Stability is a major concern in control system, which consider the most important system 

specification, the stability meaning if the input signal is bounded then the output signal should be 

also bounded and the system is unstable if the bounded input and unbounded output that mean the 

response of the system changes without bound. 

3.5.5 Second order system response 

The response of second order control system shows the transient response like damping, rise 

time, settling time, and overshoot percentage and in control system, we can approximated higher 

order system by second order system to observe and describe the system characteristics. 

The response of the second order system can show the system is underdamped, overdamped, 

critically damped or the system is undamped, which related to pole location. The main objective 

of second order system response is determine the transient response of the system which very 
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important on the control system i.e. if settling time decreases that mean the system will take less 

time to arrive for final value and desired value as shown in figure 3.20. 

 

Figure 3.20: Second order system response 

 As shown in figure 3.20, it shows overdamped, underdamped, undamped and critical 

damped response and the effect of location of poles on the response of the system. If the poles are 

real in LHP then the response will be overdamped and if poles imaginary conjugate poles then the 

response will be underdamped and the system oscillation for undamped response in case of  the 

poles in imaginary axes and finally the critical damped occur if two poles have same value and 

real values.  

3.6 Types Controller 

We will discuss different types of controller in this section. Our selected controller will be 

selected after going over these types and we will mention the reasons why the selected controller 

is suitable to our project  
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3.6.1 P controller  

P controller as shown in figure 3.21 consists from proportional gain and used on closed 

loop control system which compare the feedback signal from output and reference signal which 

consider the error signal then used proportional gain to drive control signal to plant, the 

advantages of this controller is decreasing the rise time and steady state error and disadvantages 

is increasing overshoot and not eliminate steady state error. 

Gc(𝑠) =  𝐾𝑝 

 

 

Figure 3.21: P controller system 

3.6.2 PI controller  

PI controller as shown figure 3.22 consists from proportional gain parallel with integral 

controller which used on closed loop system, this controller used the error signal and its integral 

to drive control signal to the plant and the advantages of this controller are decreasing rise time 

and eliminate steady state error and disadvantages are increase overshoot and settling time. 

Gc(𝑠) =  𝐾𝑝 +
𝐾𝑖

𝑠
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Figure 3.22:PI controller system 

3.6.3 PD controller  

PD controller as shown in figure 3.23 consists from proportional gain parallel with 

derivative controller which used on closed loop system, this controller used the error signal and 

its derivative to drive control signal to the plant and the advantages of this controller are 

decreasing steady state error, rise time,  overshoot and settling time and disadvantage is not 

eliminate steady state error 

Gc(𝑠) =  𝐾𝑝 + 𝐾𝑑𝑠 

 

Figure 3.23:PD controller system 

3.6.4 PID controller   

 PID controller as shown in figure 3.24 consists from three parallel controller which 

proportional gain and integral controller and derivative controller, the controller used the error 

signal and its integral and its derivative to drive control signal to plant and the advantages are 

eliminate steady state error and decreasing rise time, overshoot, settling time and disadvantages 

is the controller is more complicated in tune parameter than other controllers. 
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Gc(𝑠) =  𝐾𝑝 +
𝐾𝑖

𝑠
+ 𝐾𝑑𝑠 

 

Figure 3.24:PID controller 

3.6.5 Selected control system  

We select PID control system as the controller can get the requirement for transient 

response and eliminate steady state error and the steps of the design will be: 

2. Determine the system requirement. 

3. Tune PID parameter. 

4. Simulate the control system. 

5. Check the requirements.  

6. If the system not met requirements repeat from step 2 till met requirements. 

3.7 Power calculations 

The power consumption calculations were made using simple formulas. Based on the 

identified values used to operate our system. The system was powered using 12 V power adapter. 

Below are the power calculations used to find the total power consumption. 

𝑃 = 𝑉 × 𝐼 

Arduino UNO: 

  𝑃 = 5 𝑉 × 50 𝑚𝐴 

  𝑃 = 0.25 𝑊 
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DC Motor: 

When no load  

  𝑃 = 250 𝑊 

When we have load the pout will decrease  

Total Power Consumption: 𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 0.25 𝑊 + + 50 𝑊 

= 50.26287 𝑊  

Using the total power consumption of our system we can identify the energy consumption with 

our current scale, this was achieved using the below formula. 

𝐸(𝑘𝑊ℎ/𝑑𝑎𝑦) =  𝑃(𝑊) ×  𝑡(ℎ/𝑑𝑎𝑦) / 1000(𝑊/𝑘𝑊) 

 

Total Power Consumption: 𝑃𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 50.26287 𝑊  

Hours of use per day on average =  12 ℎ 

Energy consumed per day = 0.603154 𝐾𝑊ℎ/𝑑𝑎𝑦 

Energy consumed per month = 0.603154 𝐾𝑊ℎ/𝑑𝑎𝑦 

Energy consumed per year = 0.603154 𝐾𝑊ℎ/𝑑𝑎𝑦 

Total weight: 

 Total Weight = Weight of the bicycle + Weight of the rider 

Total Weight = 20 + 80 = 100 KG 

Required Motor: 

Required power by the motor = linear velocity * frictional force * 1/efficiency 

Linear velocity = 25 KM/H 

Frictional force = Total weight * 9.81 * μ  

μ = 0.007 (minimum coefficient of friction between rubber wheels and the road). 
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Frictional force = 100 * 9.81 * 0.007 = 6.867 N 

Required power = 25 * 6.867 * 1/0.74 = 231 Watts 

Which concludes that we need a motor that has an output power more than 231 Watts 

Installed motor ratings: 

 Rated Voltage (DC) = 24 V         

 Rated Current = 14 A 

 Output Power = 250 Watts 

  Input Power = V * I = 24 * 14 = 336 Watts 

 Efficiency = P_OUT / P_IN = 250/336 = 0.744 = 74.4% 

 RPM = 2750 rpm 

 Torque = (I*V*Efficiency*60) / (rpm*2*pi) = (14*24*0.74*60) / (2750*2*pi) = 

0.8634Nm     

 Linear velocity is about 25 KM/H to 36 KM/H 

Battery calculations: 

 Battery has a rated output of 12 volts and 18 A hours, connecting two batteries in parallel 

will give us a total of 36 A hours. Therefore, we calculate the battery’s watt-hour Wh = V * Ah = 

12 * 36 = 432 Wh.  

The motor we are using is rated at 14 A but after testing we measured the current input of the 

motor with an amp-meter and the result was 10.4 A, using that we can calculate how long the 

batteries can run the motor. Total hours = 36 Ah / 10.4 A = 3.46 hours of nonstop running time 

for the motor.  
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3.8 Budget 

Table 3.7: The mechanical component prices 

Mechanical Components Price in KD 

Cassette Bike 11.00 

 2x Cassette Motor 12.00 

DC Motor 15.00 

Back Brake clipper 4.00 

Bike 40.00 

chain 4.00 

Ironsmith handwork 50.00 

Total 136.00 

 

Table 3.8: electrical component prices 

Electrical Components Price in KD 

Arduino uno 8.500 

Accelerometer 3.750 

Potential meter (brush speed stick) 12.500 

Speed control circuit 6.500 

Motor driver x2 12.500  

Selective switch (brush speed stick) 1.00 

Battery 2x 36.00 

Dynamo 2x 7.00 

Circuit charger PCB 1.00 

Filter capacitor (0.1uF) 0.100 

Voltage regulator  0.500 

Fixed resistor  0.050 

Potential meter  0.250 

Filter capacitor (10uF) 0.100 

Diode *2 (N4001) 0.100 

Male to male wires 1.000 

Wires 1.000 
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Total 91.85 

Total cost of both mechanical and electrical components = 227.850 KD 

3.9 Ethics and Limitations 
Due to the COVID19 and the full lockdown that happened, it was hard to apply the 

previous circuits that was implemented using Multisim practically to make sure that the 

calculated results theoretically are equal to the measured results practically. That's why there is 

only one design for the project, and we don't have alternatives. Despite of the lack of the 

resources, but with our knowledge using Multisim, and what we studied in ELEG courses, we 

were able to design the circuits using Multisim and testing them 

3.10 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we talked about different components related to our implementation and 

which was the fittest to give us the result we needed for our project.it also summarizes the 

feature present in each component and not present in its alternative 
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4 CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION 
In this chapter, we will be discussing the implementation of our project electric bike. We will 

go over the process of connecting, wiring, and reaching our desired goal from both phases of the 

hardware and the software. The hardware aspect, which includes the electrical connection as well 

as the trial of whether it fits with our goal or not, as well as the mechanical part of building the 

compartment that will withhold the components. These aspects will be explicated thoroughly in 

the following sections of the chapter. In the subsequent portion of the chapter, we will fleetingly 

go over the software design of the project and the checking of its code. 

4.1 Hardware Implementation 

4.1.1 Mechanical design 
Since our project is adding components to an already existing bike to transfer it from a 

paddling bike into an electric bike, so we will need a compartment to put the components in to 

ensure no damage happens to the functionality through the path. After exploring, we decided that 

the box should be made of iron to hold the components fixedly against environmental factors and 

the pressure of the components working. We started by going to an ironsmith to take their 

experienced opinion on how to apply our theory Some of them said to install the regular holder or 

carrier of any bike which other ironsmith commented  that will make the bike heavier or in some 

cases do not move. Therefore, after taking all opinions heard in consideration we agreed that we 

will draw the idea in detail with the measurement and it was something like the delivery box used 

nowadays and return to the ironsmith to apply it. 
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Figure 4.1:the box in 2-dimnesion from the inside 

 

Figure 4.2:the box in 2-dimension from the outside 
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Figure 4.3:the 3-dimension look of the box. 

 We found out that we still need to do some adjustment inside the box itself to design a special 

place for 2 batteries and pick a good place for the dc motor, also to design a place to hold the 

controller. Therefore, it took us around 3 days to design the box in details with all the adjustments 

mentioned and then do a simulated look of it in 2-D and 3-D. 

4.1.2 Mechanical fulfillment  
In this section, we will go over the process of building the box after finishing the 

designed version as mentioned above. First, we went to an ironsmith to implement our design 

mentioned above. 
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Figure 4.4:cutting the iron to the measurement of the desired box. 

 

Figure 4.5:adding the base from under the bike seat tube. 
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The first step we did is going to the ironsmith cut the iron to the measurement we calculated 

in the design as shown in figure 4.4. then we added the bases for the box to be build on from under 

the seat tube of the bike for more stability compared to other connection points as shown in figure 

4.5. 

 

Figure 4.6:the frame of the box base. 

 

Figure 4.7:adding more bases in the frame of the box. 
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Secondly, we added the frame of the box base as shown in figure 4.6 on the bases we installed 

previously. After that, we added more bases inside from to give us the basement of the box which 

was connected to the sides of the wheel but not completely on it. So, the wheel can still move 

without the weight of box completely touching it, as well as in that case the box would be 

completely safe as it connected to both the sides of the wheel and from under the seat tube. 

 

Figure 4.8:soldering the sides of the box. 
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Figure 4.9:the final look of the box before adding the cover. 

Thirdly, we soldered the sides of the box and by that time, the box started to have a seen 

shape as shown in figure 4.8 and 4.9. All that was left now was to install the upper cover of the 

box and then we will start working on the inside of the box or compartment. 

 

 

Figure 4.10:the final look of the box from the outside. 
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Moreover, we installed the cover of the box as shown in figure 4.10 with that the 

compartment was done in the respect of installing to the bike and the stability of it in versus of 

road factors. Next, we will start working on the inside of the box to reach our desired goal which 

should be the same as our design. 

 

Figure 4.11:installing of the motor to the inside of the box. 

 

 

Figure 4.12:adding a smaller frames to the inside of the box for batteries and controller. 
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Furthermore, we started to implement the inner design of the box which is divided into 

three areas. Each area is meant for the component needed the motor, batteries, and the controller. 

In figure 4.11 we installed the first part which was the motor by using two bearings In figure 4.12 

we can see the other areas which are for the batteries and the controller which will be shown later 

in the electrical part. 

Moreover, in figure 4.11 when we installed the bike we were faced with a problem which 

is how will the motor be connected to the bike will it be through bike’s back cassette or will we 

install a new special cassette. What we found out as the perfect solution for now was to install a 

new cassette to the back of the bike on the left side ( pulley) as the right side the cassette was 

geared to the bike which is used in paddling and cannot be tempered with as shown in figure 4.13. 

 

Figure 4.13:the pulley. 
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Figure 4.14:the rear disc brake. 

In figure 4.14 is the rear disc brake that we had to remove to install the pulley as if both 

were to exist the pulley mentioned in figure 4.13 will not work efficiently and it will impede its 

movement. 

 

Figure 4.15:the clipper. 

 On top of that, we install a new special cassette for the motor. However, at the same time, 

we did not cancel the idea behind the back break especially when we want to use it electrically; 

we need a full Brakes system for safety. Therefore, we buy a new Brakes  system that can be 

installed on the top of the back tire. Moreover, that break will work as a clipper that hold the tire 

when we pressed on break lever. After that we installed the motor inside the box again in position 

that allows us we to centralize the motor with the bike’s pulley to ensure that there was no issue 

or tension because of the distance between them if the motor were to be placed in another corner. 
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Figure 4.16:motor cassette teeth. 

 

Figure 4.17:bike cassette (pulley) teeth. 

Next, we bought a chain to connect between the motor’s cassette and the new cassette 

(pulley) that we installed . In addition, that put us in a new problem, the cassette teeth of the motor 

shown in figure 4.16 are smaller compared to the cassette teeth of the bike shown in figure 4.17. 

Since they are too small that will not make the motor roll/turn. We figured it would be more 

reasonable that we replace the motor’s cassette, so we bought a cassette of the same size as the 

bike’s cassette and ironsmith installed it for us. 
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Figure 4.18:the motor’s new cassette. 

In figure 4.18 is the motor’s new cassette that ironsmith installed for us and was equal to 

the same size as the bike cassette. Then we installed the modified motor inside in the box to connect 

it to the bike cassette using the chain. However, the chain was shorter than what we needed so we 

bought a longer one after measuring how much exactly it should be as if it was a bit longer than 

what we needed then it will slide off the motor cassette when it start working. 

 

Figure 4.19:cassette placed on an inclined angle. 
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Figure 4.20:cassette placed with no inclination. 

  Next ,we tested the motor after we installed all the modifications mentioned above. A new 

problem rose in that aspect which was that the new installed cassette was not installed correctly it 

was placed on an inclined angle to the cassette of the bike as shown in figure 4.18 which resulted 

that when the motor is working will make the bike stray away from its path or even stop. Which 

will be solved by repeating the whole process of buying a new cassette and installing it since the 

old cassette cannot be modified again because of the soldering process as shown in figure 4.19. 

4.2  Electrical connections: 
Firstly, we started with one of our functionality of our project which is the option of turning 

from manual to auto when it comes to the speed. The manual option is basically we are completely 

responsible for steering and the speed in terms of increasing or decreasing while on the other hand 

the auto option is that we are only responsible for steering and the motor driver is the one 

responsible for the speed. We can choose either option using just the key turning it left for auto 

and turning it right for manual. 
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Figure 4.21:the connection for manual option. 

 

Figure 4.22:manual connection speed control and dc motor. 
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Figure 4.23:selective switch (key) connected to the potentiometer for manual option. 

For the manual option, the key shown in figure 4.22 is turned to the right and they key in 

that scenario is a selective switch which is a sensor. To achieve the manual state, we will connect 

the potentiometer to the speed control circuit and the signal node of our potentiometer will relay 

that data to the speed circuit and we are using the speed control circuit for the connection with the 

selective switch as shown in the figure 4.20.  

As the potentiometer can only control the resistance to give us a desired speed but the 

potentiometer cannot uptake current, which will be the job of the bridges and the motor in the 

speed control circuit. After that, the speed control will reuse our sensor (selective switch) to send 

the data given by the potentiometer to the DC motor to increase or decrease the speed shown in 

figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4.24:the connection for e-bike including the auto option. 

 

Figure 4.25:the connection between the Arduino and the motor driver. 
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Figure 4.26:the connection for auto. 

Next is the auto option shown in figure 4.23 and 4.25, in that scenario when the key is 

turned left, our sensor (selective switch) sends the signal to the motor driver, which in turn activates 

our accelerometer through the voltage and ground pins to the breadboard. The breadboard is the 

common connection between all three components as shown in the figure 4.23.  

Now the accelerometer will start reading our path and sends the data to the Arduino using 

our accelerometer analog output pins (X-OUT,Y-OUT,Z-OUT) to the Arduino analog pins 1,2 and 

3. the Arduino will compare to our zero-degree path or in other words a path that is not inclined 

either up or down . in case if we are going down a hill or a downward inclined road the Arduino 

will send the command through the motor driver shown in figure 4.24 which is connected to our 

DC motor to decrease the speed. In the case we were going on a road with an upward inclination 
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then the Arduino will the send the message for the motor to increase the speed. Last case if we are 

on a normal path with no inclination then the Arduino will keep the motor on the speed we 

specified in the Arduino code. The Arduino send the signal to the motor driver-using pin 5 and 7 

from Arduino to input pin and PWM pin in the motor driver as shown in figure 4.23 and figure 

4.24. the motor driver sends the command given by the Arduino to our DC motor using the output 

of the motor driver which is connected to our motor as also shown in the figure 4.23 and 4.24. 

 

Figure 4.27:dynamo attached to the bake tire of the bike. 
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Figure 4.28:charger circuit. 

 

Figure 4.29:charger circuit connection with the battery. 

Lastly, the aim of our project, which a chargeable E-bike is reached by adding the dynamo 

to our tires shown in figure 4.26. The aim of the dynamo is to charge the battery which will turn 

our bike from a normal bike to an electric bike. The battery is connected to the motor driver as 

well as the speed control circuit as shown in figure 4.23 the battery is charged by the following 

process in case it was empty. The dynamos are connected in series and then are connected to the 

charger circuit shown in figure 4.27 that is connected to the battery as shown in figure 4.28.  

The current produced by the dynamo will go through the diode, which is used as the diode 

allow a one way direction only then the current will go through the filter to cancel any noise. After 

that, it will go through the variable voltage regulator through a fixed resistor and a potentiometer, 
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which will regulate the amount of current we need and then it will go through another filter. In 

case there were noise, it will be cancelled and finally it will go through the other diode for direction 

since if there was no diode after the battery was charge it will charge the charger circuit again 

which is against our aim. Moreover, the battery is connected to led lights for indication on whether 

the battery is charged or empty. There is two ways to charge the battery by dynamo as explained 

above or by external battery.  

 

Figure 4.30:our e-bike connection. 

4.3 Software Implementation 
We used an Arduino UNO program for our code, the code is written in C++ language. As 

electrical engineering students, coding is one of our strength points as most of our studies or 

practicality in the recent previous couple of years were in electrical domain. In this section, we 

will go over our code briefly highlighting the main points of our project, and how we achieved it. 

The full code is attached in appendix B. 
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Figure 4.31:Arduino flow chart. 
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As mentioned in the electrical connection section above one of our e-bike features is 

manual and auto option. Since the manual does not need a code we are left with is to work on the 

code for the auto option where we mention above. We had three scenarios to control speed as 

shown in figure 4.31 ,during auto the first scenario is the moment when we turn from manual to 

auto and readings from the accelerometer are compared to our IF statement fixed value. If for 

example we were going on 90 when we were manual, when we went auto and the fixed value were 

100 then the dc motor should increase the speed to 100. If on other hand, we were going on 150 

before we go auto then the DC motor should decrease our speed to 100, which is our fixed constant, 

which in figure 4.31 is shown as “stander” as at that point we couldn’t test the speed yet on our 

project because of the pandemic.  

 

Figure 4.32:straight path code. 

The other scenario is if the value/reading by the accelerometer were higher than our fixed 

value in the IF statement then that means we are on an upward inclination path ;the Arduino sends 

the signal to motor drive to tell our DC motor to increase the speed as shown in figure 4.32. 
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Figure 4.33:code for when we are going on an upward inclination. 

The third scenario is the reading sent by the accelerometer are compared with the fixed 

value. We wrote in our IF statement if the value/ angle was negative then it is a downward inclined 

path, and the Arduino sends the message to the motor driver that tells the DC motor to decrease 

the speed as shown in figure 4.33. 

 

Figure 4.34:the code responsible for when we inclined down. 

4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we talked our e-bike project when it comes to mechanical design and how 

we applied it in the mechanical fulfillment section. Next, we talked about the organs of our e-bike 

which is our electrical connection and we explained how each component were wired to the next 

and we explained how with each connections we made it we were a step closer to our desired 

project. We highlighted the main features of our e-bike in the software section. 
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5 CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION 
In this chapter, an evaluation of CE-Bike (Chargeable E-Bike) will be conducted. The 

evaluation is in terms of its effects on the economy, society and the environment. In addition, it 

will discuss the ethical issues that may arise from the CE-Bike, and how the project is going to 

deal with them.  

5.1 Survey: 

A survey of 187 participants was conducted to evaluate the people's knowledge about the 

CE-Bike, Appendix-A. The survey included questions about people usage of a bike and reviewed 

their opinions of implementing different features to our project. 

According to the survey, 56.1% of the participants were male, and 43.3% were female, 

which mean that our CE-Bike is flexible and can be used by both genders. From the survey, the 

ages of people who conduct the survey were different. We have 11.8% who is under 18 years and 

19.8% who are between 19 and 21 years. The largest percentage was for adults who are between 

22 and 25 years as they represent 32.1%. We also have from 26 to 30 years as a percentage of 

26.7%. For other ages, all of them was less than 5%. These percentages mean that our system is 

applicable for all ages, especially for youth and adults who do sports a lot. 84.5% of them were 

from Middle East region, 7.5% of the participants were from Asia and the 7%were from Africa. 

We also asked about the annual income of our participants to see if they can afford the 

price of our project. 29.4% participants have an annual income between 1000KD and 3000 KD, 

and 17.6% participants have an annual income of more than 3000 KD. These percentages mean 

that our project is affordable to most of them.  

Then the survey had questions about the usage of our participants to the bike such as how 

many days they are riding a bike and why. 75.9% of them use in their leisure time as a sport. Due 

to the lack of features in the original bike and the physical effort our participants spend while 

biking, 55.1% of participants don't ride a bike and the other percentage ride for less than 5 Km.  

When we ask them if they are interested to have a smart electric bike, 64.7% were interested 

in buying one and 41.7% are interested in having insurance if the bike is stolen or repair for any 

damaged parts. In addition, 82.9% of our participants were interested in connecting their mobile 
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phone to their bike, which means that our project is having all the features that they need to 

facilitate their riding. 

The last part of the survey was asking if people were interested to add specific features to 

our CE-Bike, and how much they support each one of them. These features are: active safety, 

navigation, integrated locking system, anti-theft system, emergency call, automated emergency 

call, remote maintenance and fitness tracking. The features that have high percentage were active 

safety of 47.6% (89 responses), integrated locking system 42.8% (80 responses), anti-theft system 

of 52.9% (99 responses), emergency call of 43.3% (81 responses) and fitness tracking of 36.4% 

(68 responses).     

5.2 Environmental Effects: 

 Global warming could be a genuine issue that influences the environment around the 

world. Since the burning of fossil fuels plays a noteworthy part in causing this issue, its 

fundamental to diminish the utilize of power such as gas and coal. To do that, it requires an exertion 

from both the governments of the world and their citizens. Citizens may feel that their activities 

can only have a negligible impact, but this conviction is untrue. When everybody makes a 

difference, the combined effort can be huge. In order to do their part, nonetheless, induvial must 

first figure out what sorts of things they can routinely do.  

 One solution to start with is when someone choses to ride our CE-Bike for transportation 

instead of cars or buses. Our CE-Bike is an electric bike with an electrical engine. Riders drive 

themselves using the pedals, which can too be fueled by electric motor. The Chargeable E-Bike 

can have a maximum speed of approximately 30 miles per hour. The perfect way to start using our 

proposed model is to know how its use helps in making a difference to protect the environment. 

In the following, examples of why CE-Bike are more Ecofriendly and their impact on the 

environment; 

❖ In terms of carbon emission, E-bikes run in an unexpected way than other sorts of fueled 

transportation where cars, trucks, and cruisers ordinarily run on gas and diesel that 

discharge carbon emissions into the air while our CE-Bike don’t. Instead, they are 

considered zero-emission vehicles and run on clean energy. As a result, their use prevents 

the discharge of huge amount of carbon emissions. 
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❖ When it comes to Air pollution, contamination could be a genuine issue that plagues 

numerous cities. It causes respiratory and other issues that can be dangerous for some 

people. Exhaust cloud or in other words smog, which can be a sort of contamination, is one 

of the obvious reasons why individuals who lives in busy urban cities uses E-bikes. As 

zero-emission vehicles, E-bikes does not contribute to the pollution in the air. 

❖ Our smart electric bike is more efficient than riding a car. In expansion to being a greener 

transportation choice, they moreover offer more opportunity of developments without plan 

and the capacity to travel alone if desired. Travelling using a bus or a train, they must 

bargain with more swarmed conditions and people who might be sick or infected with a 

disease. For examples if electric bikes where used more as a transport vehicle, it would be 

good for social distancing and helps in preventing the COVID-19 virus from spreading. In 

addition to diminishing blockage on roadways, electric bikes are too calmer. 

❖ Riding an electric bicycle contains some positive effects on the environment in more than 

one way. They are lighter and for the most part cause less damage to the streets than other 

heavier transportation vehicles. When cars and trucks damage the roadways, overwhelming 

machines are used to fix the damages. These machines have high outflows that add to the 

pollution and harm the environment. 

5.3 Economic Effects: 

We have seen lately how much the prices of the automobile cars increased in the last 

decade. In Kuwait to get an economical brand-new car that is considered cheap would cost a 

minimum of 4000 KD which is equivalent to 13,000$. The car would have the basic options and 

be 4 or 6 cylinders and would not have a hybrid motor. If we look for a fancier car with more 

options, it will cost no less than 10,000-15,000 KD. Considering in Kuwait TAXI is one of the 

most transportations used, even a lot of delivery companies use cars to deliver the orders. The 

companies have to pay a big amount of money to buy cars to satisfy their needs, people too pay 

no less than 2 KD for a local ride. In terms of the economic benefits of E-bike there are many ways 

in which they help the economy. 

Firstly, comparing a brand-new E-bike price to cheap car, the E-bike is much less costly 

than car in the price and even in the repair prices and services. Which means people will save a 
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large amount of money for a transportation vehicle that would not need fuel, a lot of repairing, and 

with E-bike also a less human effort is needed to drive it as it has a hybrid motor installed. 

Secondly, if there was E-bikes stations for example on the seaside and in some parking for 

people to use it and access it for local rides through an application. It will help people pay less 

amount of money for local rides, with an easy access and it will benefit the rider physically and 

economically. In USA and Europe smart scooters now are considered one of the most used vehicles 

for local transportation as it satisfies people because it is cheap, easy to find one through the app 

as the scooters are shown on the map, very easy to access it just by scanning the code and you are 

ready to go. In addition, no need to worry where to park it as you just put in a parking slot anywhere 

and sign out and then another customer can use it. E-bike can help the economy the same way as 

the smart scooter . 

In addition, an E-bike repair parts and services are not as costly as cars or other ways of 

transportations. For the simplicity of it and the parts, they are not expensive, widely available and 

can be found in many places. In this way, the customer does not need to worry about the paying a 

lot of money to fix it in case something happen. Furthermore, the costs of their implementations, 

as the cost of our system is reasonable. 

5.4 Social Effects: 

With the introduction of the a chargeable electric bicycle, it will hopefully get more to 

people to start riding bicycles as a form of entertainment while at the same time charging their 

portable battery. With the use of the application connected to the bicycles system, people can share 

the data from the trip they have completed on the bicycle and compete between each other. Another 

idea is that with using the chargeable electric bicycle, it would show that you are keeping up with 

the changes in technology that are happening around the world and staying up to date with them. 

One more aspect would be to cultivate the use of renewable energy as a source of electricity and 

increase the awareness of people to it. [15] 

A problem faced by people in gulf countries and causing those countries to have a very small 

percentage of the population riding on a bicycle was that there was no place for them to actually 

ride their bikes around. Recently a group of bike enthusiasts in Kuwait pushed for support towards 

their cause so that people can have places to enjoy riding a bicycle. One of the solution that were 
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put into action was that for a few hours in the morning on the weekend a public highway that 

crosses over the sea would only be accessible by bike so that people can use the bridge to ride their 

bikes safely without having to be afraid of cars passing by. 

5.5 Ethical Responsibilities: 

 Our aim with this project is to advertise the use of bicycles as a form of transportation in 

Kuwait and countries that rely mainly on motorized transportation. With the introduction of a 

chargeable E-bicycle that relies on renewable energy, it will support the human goal of saving the 

environment that we live in and reduce the damage that the wildlife and agriculture endure from 

motor vehicles. Another idea the bicycle would be supporting is facing the issue of personal health, 

with the high percentage of obesity in the population the idea of using a modern bicycle that can 

support people that would have trouble exercising to help them improve their health would be a 

suitable solution. [16] 

 An issue that is faced is the idea of e-bikes being more dangerous than regular manually 

controlled bikes, which can be true in some cases, but this depends on the person using the bike 

and the precautions they take or the type of bike they are using. Doctors found that injuries coming 

from people riding e -bikes were more severe than injuries in people who ride regular bikes. This 

can be since some of the older generations of electric bicycles weren’t as advanced as the more 

modern models. With the new advanced upgrades that the e-bikes are having, riding an e-bike 

could become safer than riding regular bikes. This includes the speed control which will protect 

the rider from losing control on the bike while riding downhill, which if occurs would cause the 

rider very series injuries. [17] 

5.6 Conclusion:  
This chapter provided an evaluation of the various effects of the Chargeable E-Bike from 

environmental, economic, social and ethical responsibilities. It has positive effects on these aspects 

and maintain the user’s privacy as well as we discussed the survey we presented and how our 

project would be seen by our local audiences. 
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6 CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Conclusion 
This chapter is to summarize up all the previous chapters about our proposed project, which 

is the Chargeable E-bike (CE-Bike). First, we introduced what is an electric bike and what is the 

problem that allow us to implement this project. This idea was chosen to implement due to the 

increase of the traffic jam and noises caused by cars and busses. That leads either the employee or 

student to be late to their work or classes. Another reason that we chose the idea of CE-Bike is the 

high percentage of pollution here in Kuwait.  

In chapter 2, we did a research that is similar to our idea. It was difficult to find papers with 

similar idea; however, we found different papers that implement different features with different 

results. All of them was created for the same purpose, which is being introduced to a new concept 

of energy, but the ways of implementations were different, some of them took care of doing the 

hybrid motor on the tire and some of them on the front of the gear. We learnt some important 

equations and techniques to calculate current, voltage, torque, etc.  

After finishing from literature review, we designed the circuits that we will implement in 

our project. Two circuits were designed such as the dynamo charger circuit where we charge the 

battery to be replaced by the movement of the paddles if the rider wants to change. In addition, we 

design the circuit of the accelerometer sensor that senses the speed of the bike depending on the 

floor.  

After that, we studied the environmental, economic and social effects of our project. Also, 

we did a survey to observe the reaction of the people on our project. After collecting and analyzing 

the results, many people are interested in this idea and approved the features that we want to 

implement in the future.  

6.2 Future Work 
As future directions: 

• Build a mobile application to lock the bike wirelessly and maintain the system of 

the bike. 

• Apply the concept of wireless charging to charge mobile phones while using the 

bike. 

• Develop the design of the system to connect sensors that can observe the rider's 

health.  
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• Adding Solar Panels for increasing the lifespan of charged batteries. 

   Providing these in a way that allows for further development and allows the field of use 

to grow, makes the CE-Bike have a bright future.  
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Capstone I Time Plan. 

 

Capstone I Monthly Schedule. 
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APPENDIX A 
CE-BIKE Survey:  

This project aims to have a smart bike hat have two modes of operation one is manual 

and the other is electrical. This bike is designed to chare a battery to use it when the user don't 

want paddles. Some features has been added to it as shown in the following figures.  
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APPENDIX B 
const int x_out = A2; 

const int y_out = A3; 

const int z_out = A4; 

 

#define ENA 5 

 

#define IN1 7//A1 

#define IN2 8//A2 

 

#define carSpeed 250 

 

 

 

void setup() { 

  // put your setup code here, to run once: 

Serial.begin (9600); 

  

 

  pinMode(IN1, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(IN2, OUTPUT); 

 

  pinMode(ENA, OUTPUT); 
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// 

 

 

 

 

 

} 

 

void loop() { 

  // put your main code here, to run repeatedly: 

 

  analogWrite(ENA, 100); 

 

  digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(IN2, LOW); 

 

 

 

int x_adc_value, y_adc_value, z_adc_value; 

double x_g_value, y_g_value, z_g_value; 

double roll, pitch, yaw; 

x_adc_value = analogRead(x_out); 
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y_adc_value = analogRead(y_out); 

z_adc_value = analogRead(z_out); 

Serial.print("x = "); 

Serial.print(x_adc_value); 

Serial.print("\t\t"); 

Serial.print("y = "); 

Serial.print(y_adc_value); 

Serial.print("\t\t"); 

Serial.print("z = "); 

Serial.print(z_adc_value); 

Serial.print("\t\t"); 

delay(100); 

 

x_g_value = ( ( ( (double)(x_adc_value * 5)/1024) - 1.65 ) / 0.330 ); 

y_g_value = ( ( ( (double)(y_adc_value * 5)/1024) - 1.65 ) / 0.330 ); 

z_g_value = ( ( ( (double)(z_adc_value * 5)/1024) - 1.80 ) / 0.330 ); 

 

roll = ( ( (atan2(y_g_value,z_g_value) * 180) / 3.14 ) + 180 );  

 

Serial.print("Roll = "); 

Serial.print(roll); 

Serial.print("\t"); 
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delay(100); 

 

 

 

if( roll>200) 

{ 

Serial.print("\r"); 

  analogWrite(ENA, 50); 

 

  digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(IN2, LOW); 

 

  Serial.println("low speed"); 

} 

 

 

 

if( roll<100) 

{ 

Serial.print("\r"); 

  analogWrite(ENA, 250); 

 

  digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH); 
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  digitalWrite(IN2, LOW); 

 

  Serial.println("high speed"); 

} 

 

 

else { 

  analogWrite(ENA, 100); 

 

  digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(IN2, LOW); 

 

  Serial.println("stander"); 

} 

delay(30); 

 

} 


